Our 2025 Sustainability Goals are focused on creating shared value for business and society. In 2018, we made progress with a number of actions that advanced our ambitious set of targets.

Launched blueprint FOR SUSTAINABLE WATERSHED MANAGEMENT

Announced collaborative BLUEPRINT FOR UNLOCKING CARBON REDUCTIONS

JOINED $100 MM effort with finance and infrastructure companies to prevent plastic waste in oceans

6 OF DOW’S 2018 R&D 100 WINNERS aligned to 2025 Sustainability Goals

Launched NEW TECHNOLOGY FOR TEXTILES THAT REDUCES WATER AND ENERGY USE in dyeing process

Advancing COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH and PLASTIC WASTE management programs

Developing a market for RECYCLED POLYOLS MADE FROM OLD MATTRESSES

> $100 MM in 2018 in business value primarily through AVOIDED COSTS from NATURE PROJECTS

Ongoing LEADING COLLABORATION with The Nature Conservancy

Award-winning PRODUCT STEWARDSHIP ACADEMY expanded into new countries and regions

Initiated a COLLABORATION with the Chinese government to advance environmental protection

Identified Dow products that qualify as SUSTAINABLE ALTERNATIVES to incumbent technologies

$39.1 MM in corporate and foundation contributions

~$1.7MM in support for 10 global Dow Business Impact Fund projects

14,000 volunteers

125,000 hours

2,000 projects

MET OR EXCEEDED 2018 MILESTONES in all four indicator indices

Eliminated >1,000 CONFINED SPACE ENTRIES using robotics for tank inspections

Introduced TELEMATICS DEVICES on Company vehicles TO IMPROVE SAFETY

1 Unplanned Event Reduction, Total Worker Health Index, Environmental Stewardship Index and Transportation Index